Calcium oscillations: phenomena, mechanisms and significance.
Many hormones that mobilise intracellular calcium via inositol 1,4,5 trisphosphate induce oscillations in cytoplasmic free Ca. Two basic oscillatory patterns occur: quasi-sinusoidal oscillations and repetitive free Ca transients. The mechanisms responsible for generating these oscillations are not clear; calcium-induced calcium release, interplay between two intracellular calcium pools and repetitive generation of InsP3 are discussed. The significance of different oscillatory patterns induced by different agonists in the same cell is emphasised, and mechanisms by which the oscillators may retain-receptor specific information are proposed, such as negative feedback onto receptors or G-proteins by protein kinase C. Reasons why cells generate free Ca oscillations and possible consequences such as oscillations in downstream pathways are explored. The possibility that pathological conditions such as aluminium toxicity are exerted through distortion of oscillatory free Ca signalling is raised.